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Evidence:

Evidence: Different 
companies are working 
on new helmet and 
padding designs that 
may help prevent player 
injuries.

3 Solutions

Cause Mapping is a Root Cause Analysis method that 
captures basic cause-and-effect relationships supported 
with evidence.
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"Faster, heavier, more aggressive players will 
absolutely increase the impacts. They are quite 
severe."

- Vassilis Koliatsos, Neurologist at Johns Hopkins 
University 

The final step in the Cause Mapping process is to develop 

solutions to  prevent the problem from reoccurring.  This 

issue isn't at that point yet and more research.  A better 

understanding of how impacts are affecting brains is 

needed so that the full scope of the issue is known.  If the 

problem is as large as it is suspected, better ways of 

protecting these players need to be found.
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Evidence: A helmet-to-helmet 
collision is a classical example 
of  a hit where the head 
experiences a much higher 
force than a full body tackle.

Evidence: Research 
into the effects of brain 
injuries.  
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Ineffective 

testing

Evidence: NFL does not 
currently test for human 
growth hormone.  There was 
an agreement to begin 
testing two seasons ago, but 
actual testing hasn't been 
performed yet.
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What Problem(s) NFL players are suffering long term brain injuries

When Date Ongoing

Differences Players are getting bigger and faster

Where Physical Location USA

Impact to the Goals
Safety Potential for severe neurological trauma
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